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Abstract— In this paper, we study voice and data service provisioning in an integrated system of cellular and wireless local area
networks (WLANs). With the ubiquitous coverage of the cellular
network and the disjoint deployment of WLANs in hot-spot
areas, the integrated system has a two-tier overlaying structure.
As an essential resource allocation aspect, admission control can
be used to properly admit voice and data calls to the overlaying
cells and WLANs. A simple admission scheme is proposed in
this study to analyze the dependence of resource utilization
and the impact of user mobility and traffic characteristics on
admission parameters. Both admission control and rate control
are considered to limit the input traffic to the WLAN, so that
the WLAN operates in its most efficient states and effectively
complements the cellular network. The call blocking/dropping
probabilities and data call throughput are evaluated for effective
and accurate derivation of the admission parameters. It is
observed that the utilization varies with the configuration of
admission parameters, which properly distributes the voice and
data traffic load to the cells and WLANs. Mobility and traffic
variability have a significant impact on the selection of the
admission parameters.
Index Terms— Cellular/WLAN interworking, quality of service, call admission control, rate control, WLAN capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH complementary characteristics presented by the
cellular network and wireless local area network
(WLAN), their interworking becomes a promising trend for
next-generation wireless networks. In a cellular/WLAN integrated network, the cellular network provides ubiquitous
coverage, while the WLANs are deployed disjointly in hotspot areas. Then, in the area with WLAN coverage (referred
to as double-coverage area in the following), both cellular and
WLAN accesses are available. With this two-tier overlaying
structure, a new call in the double-coverage area can be
admitted either to a cell or to a WLAN. Moreover, proper
admission decision is needed for vertical handoffs between a
cell and a WLAN, which may not be necessary to maintain
a call, but is mainly for load balancing and/or quality of
service (QoS) enhancement. The heterogeneous underlying
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QoS support of the integrated network can be exploited
to maximize the overall resource utilization. In the cellular
network, the base station (BS) controls access to the shared
radio spectrum and reserves resources for admitted calls. This
centralized control and reservation-based resource allocation
enables fine-grained QoS. On the other hand, the medium
access control (MAC) in WLANs is usually a contentionbased random access protocol, e.g., the distributed coordination function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11. Because of inevitable
collision and backoff, this type of MAC is difficult to support
services with strict QoS requirements such as real-time voice
service, although it is efficient in serving bursty data traffic.
With this complementary QoS support, when multiple services
are considered, the traffic load of different classes should be
properly distributed to the cells and WLANs by admission
control.
In [1], we analyze the performance of a simple admission
scheme for voice and data services in the cellular/WLAN
integrated network, referred to as the WLAN-first scheme.
In the scheme, both new voice and data calls first request
admission to the WLAN and, if rejected, overflow to the
cell. Ongoing voice and data calls try to hand over to the
WLAN whenever users move into the WLAN coverage. In
contrast, the service-differentiated admission scheme proposed
in [2] applies a different admission strategy for voice service,
in which the cellular network is the first choice for voice
calls and no vertical handoff from the cell to the WLAN
is executed for ongoing voice calls. To maximize resource
utilization, a complex set of admission parameters in both
schemes needs to be determined so that the voice and data
traffic load is properly distributed to the cells and WLANs.
In this research, we further simplify the admission strategies
and generalize the above admission schemes. As such, the
dependence of resource utilization on admission parameters is
investigated more thoroughly. Secondly, we extend the QoS
evaluation approaches in our previous works [3, 4] so as to
more effectively derive the admission parameters. In [3], the
QoS metrics are evaluated by two-dimensional Markov chains,
which is very accurate and can well take into account the
high variability of data traffic [5] and user mobility within
the WLAN [6]. Unfortunately, the computation complexity
increases with the size of the state space. In [4], the QoS
evaluation is based on moment generating functions (MGFs),
which is more efficient but at the price of accuracy. Moreover,
the user mobility within the WLAN is not differentiated from
that of other areas, and the high variability of data traffic is
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neglected for simplicity. In this paper, we extend the MGFbased approach to take into account the high variability of
user mobility and data traffic.
It is observed in [1] that the system performance closely
depends on the characteristics of the WLAN in supporting
different services. A high utilization is achieved when the
resource allocation by admission control matches well the
system characteristics and keeps the WLAN operating in
its most efficient states. In [1], the data traffic is assumed
to be saturated because, for data applications such as Web
browsing, the data file to be transmitted is usually pre-stored
in a server. However, it is found in [7] that, when the number
of contention nodes is large enough, the WLAN channel
utilization is maximized in the unsaturated case instead of the
saturated case. Hence, in this study, we consider applying rate
control to regulate downlink data traffic at the access point [8].
The traffic regulation can take good advantage of the elasticity
of data traffic to improve the voice support of the WLAN;
at the same time, it allows more data calls admitted to the
WLAN and more effectively complements the data service
provisioning of the cellular network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
describe in Section II the user mobility, voice/data traffic,
the WLAN and cellular capacity. Section III discusses the
admission control problem for cellular/WLAN interworking
and the QoS evaluation approach to determine admission
parameters. Numerical results are presented in Section IV, and
Section V concludes this research.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider an interworking scenario with a simple topology, in which there is one WLAN located in each cell, referred
to as a cell/WLAN cluster. Within the interworked system,
location-dependent factors such as user mobility, traffic distribution, and underlying network support need to be taken
into account. The important symbols used in this paper are
summarized in Table I for reference.
A. Location-Dependent Mobility Model
As shown in [6], the indoor deployment and low user mobility within WLANs results in heavy-tailed user residence time
within a WLAN, denoted by Trw . As performance analysis
becomes extremely difficult with heavy-tailed distributions,
certain approximation is necessary to make the analysis effective and tractable. It is proposed in [9] to approximate a
large class of heavy-tailed distributions (including Pareto and
Weibull distributions) with hyper-exponential distributions. An
important feature of heavy-tailedness is the so-called “miceelephants” phenomenon [10]. For the WLAN residence time,
it implies that most users stay within a WLAN for a short
time, while a small fraction of the users have an extremely
long residence time. To explore its impact on performance,
we adopt a two-stage hyper-exponential distribution, which is
very simple and also well captures the high variability. The
probability density function (PDF) of Trw with mean 1/η w is
then given by
ηw
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Fig. 1.

Modeling of user residence time in a cell.

a
A large fraction a+1
of the users stay within the WLAN
1
1
1
of the users
for a mean time a · ηw , while the other a+1
1
have a mean residence time of a · ηw . The coefficient of

variance of Trw is Cv,Trw = 2a + (2/a) − 3. Increasing the
parameter a results in Trw with a higher variability. Since
the hyper-exponential distribution consists of a linear mixture
of exponentials, the following analysis can be extended to
consider hyper-exponential distributions with more exponential components, which can more accurately approximate the
original heavy-tailed distribution.
On the other hand, the user residence time in the area of
a cell with only cellular access (referred to as cellular-only
area), denoted by Trc , is assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter η c . Users moving out of the cellular-only
area enter neighboring cells with a probability pc−c and enter
the coverage of the overlaying WLAN in the target cell with
a probability pc−w = 1 − pc−c. As a result, the residence time
of users admitted in the cell follows a more complicate phasec
c
and Tr2
denote
type distribution as shown in Fig. 1. Let Tr1
the residence time within the cell of a new or handoff call
admitted to the cell from the cellular-only area and that of a
new call admitted to the cell from the double-coverage area,
c
c
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B. Traffic Models for Voice and Data Services
As an important motivation for cellular/WLAN interworking, multi-service support is an essential requirement for
future wireless networks. For example, four service classes are
defined in the specification 3GPP TS 23.107 for the universal
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS
Symbol

Definition

a (b)
Bvc (Bdc )
Bvw (Bdw )
Wc
Dvw (Ddw )
fd
w
Gw
v (Gd )
Nvc (Ndc )
Nvw (Ndw )
c−c
(pc−w )
p
Sv (·) (Sd (·))
c (T c )
Tr1
r2
Trc (Trw )
Tv
Tvp (·)
λd1 (λd2 )
c−c
λc−c
hv (λhd )
c−w
(λ
λc−w
hv
hd )
w−c
λhv (λw−c
hd )
λcnv2 (λcnd2 )
w
λw
nv (λnd )
λv1 (λv2 )
λpv (λpd (·))
πvc (·) (πdc (·))
πvw (·) (πdw (·))
θvc (θdc )
θvw (θdw )
ξvw (·) (ξdw (·))
ψ(·), Φ1 (·), Φ2 (·)
Γcd (Γw
d)

User mobility (data traffic) variability parameter
Blocking/dropping probability of a cell for voice (data) calls
Blocking probability of a WLAN for voice (data) calls
Cell bandwidth
Rejection probability of a WLAN for handoff voice (data) calls from a cell
Mean data call size
Number of guard channels for new voice (data) calls to a WLAN
Maximum number of voice (data) calls allowed in a cell
Maximum number of voice (data) calls allowed in a WLAN
Probability of a user moving out of current cell to neighboring cells (to overlaying WLAN)
Service time of packets from a voice (data) flow in a WLAN
Residence time within a cell of a call admitted to a cell from cellular-only (double-coverage) area
User residence time in cellular-only (double-coverage) area of a cell with mean (ηc )−1 ((ηw )−1 )
Voice call duration with mean (μv )−1
Voice packet delay in a WLAN
Mean new data call arrival rate in cellular-only (double-coverage) area of a cell
Mean arrival rate of handoff voice (data) calls between neighboring cells
Mean arrival rate of handoff voice (data) calls from cell to overlaying WLAN
Mean arrival rate of handoff voice (data) calls from WLAN to overlaying cell
Mean arrival rate of new voice (data) calls to a cell from double-coverage area
Mean arrival rate of new voice (data) calls to a WLAN
Mean new voice call arrival rate in cellular-only (double-coverage) area of a cell
Mean packet arrival rate from a voice (data) flow
Steady-state probability of the number of voice (data) calls in a cell
Steady-state probability of the number of voice (data) calls in a WLAN
Probability that a voice (data) call in the double-coverage area requests admission to a cell
Probability that a voice (data) call in the double-coverage area requests admission to a WLAN
Mean packet service rate for a voice (data) flow (frames/slot)
c , and T c , respectively
Moment generating functions of Trc + Trw , Tr1
r2
Mean data call throughput in a cell (WLAN)

mobile telecommunication system (UMTS). In this study, we
consider both voice (such as traditional telephony) and data
(such as Web browsing) services, which are a representative
of the conversational and interactive service classes of UMTS,
respectively. The call-level QoS requirements are defined
in terms of voice call blocking/dropping probability (Qvb ),
data call blocking/dropping probability (Qdb ), and data call
throughput (Qdt ). As widely assumed in previous works, voice
and data call arrivals are independent Poisson processes. The
voice call duration Tv is exponentially distributed with mean
1/μv . It is observed in [5] that the data traffic generated by
Web browsing is bursty and one main reason for the high
variability is the heavy-tailed file size. To explore the impact
of highly variable file size on performance, similar to the
modeling of WLAN residence time, the data call size (Ld )
is modeled by a two-stage hyper-exponential distribution with
mean fd and PDF given by
fLd (x) =
b ≥ 1,

b
·
b+1
x ≥ 0.

1
b

1 − fb x
1 − 1b · f1 x
1
d
·
e d +
e
b + 1 b · fd
· fd
(5)

A larger value of b corresponds to a data call size with a higher
variability.
In the cellular network, with the reservation-based resource

allocation, the restricted access mechanism [11] can be applied
for resource sharing between voice and data in the cell. A
certain bandwidth can be reserved for each voice call to
guarantee its packet-level requirements such as packet delay.
Given the total cell bandwidth Wc , Nvc voice calls at maximum
are accommodated to meet the requirement on voice call
blocking/dropping probability, while the other bandwidth is
dedicated to data. Moreover, the elasticity of data traffic is
exploited by allowing ongoing data calls to equally share all
bandwidth unused by current voice traffic. Considering the
interactive nature of some data applications, each data call
needs to finish transfer within a time limit and be guaranteed
certain throughput. As a result, the number of data calls
admitted in the cell is limited by Ndc .
C. WLAN Model for Capacity Analysis
With the contention-based access, the WLAN resources are
shared in a complete sharing manner and there is no QoS
guarantee for the delay or throughput requirements of voice
and data calls. It is necessary to apply admission control to
restrict the admitted calls contending for access. In this study,
we consider both two-way voice calls and one-way downlink
data calls such as the download of a Web page or transfer of
a data file. Let Nvw and Ndw denote the maximum numbers of
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voice and data calls allowed in the WLAN, respectively. Each
voice call has two flows from and to the mobile station (MS),
while each data call has one flow to the MS. Since different
QoS support is provided by the WLAN to voice and data calls
having different traffic characteristics and QoS requirements,
the WLAN utilization changes with the amounts of voice
and data traffic sharing the WLAN channel. To ensure that
the WLAN operates efficiently and complements the cellular
network effectively, Nvw and Ndw should be properly selected
within the WLAN capacity region, which is defined in terms
w
of the maximum numbers (nw
v , nd ) of voice and data flows
simultaneously served in the WLAN.
It is observed in [7] that there exists an optimal operating
point for the WLAN in the unsaturated case, beyond which
the packet delay increases dramatically and the throughput
drops quickly. When the packet service rate is larger than the
arrival rate (unsaturated case) and the collision probability is
small enough (e.g., less than 0.1), the service queue of a flow
is almost empty and the packet delay (say, less than 30 ms)
is sufficiently small to meet the requirement of the real-time
voice service [7]. Hence, we consider unsaturated downlink
data traffic, which is regulated by applying rate control at
the access point [8]. The voice traffic is also considered
unsaturated depending on the codec. Let λpv denote the mean
rate (in frames/slot) of packet arrivals from a voice source.
For simplicity, the voice and data packet sizes are assumed
to be constant and the packet arrivals from a voice or data
flow are assumed to be a Poisson process. To admit nw
v voice
flows and nw
data
flows
in
the
WLAN,
the
data
packet
input
d
w
rate λpd (nw
,
n
)
should
be
limited
so
as
to
keep
a
small
colv
d
lision probability and satisfy the network stability constraints,
p w
w
w
w w
w
i.e., λpv < ξvw (nw
v , nd ) and λd (nv , nd ) < ξd (nv , nd ), where
w
w
w
w
ξvw (nw
,
n
)
and
ξ
(n
,
n
)
are
the
average
service
rates
v
v
d
d
d
for packets from one voice and data flow, respectively. The
w
w
w
w
maximum λpd (nw
v , nd ) and the corresponding ξv (nv , nd )
w
,
n
)
that
satisfy
the
above
constraints
can
be
and ξdw (nw
v
d
determined recursively using the following approach.
To analyze the servicing process for different traffic flows,
we can decompose the WLAN modeling into two parts. First,
the service at each flow is modeled by an M/G/1 queueing
system. Each packet from a flow to be transmitted is buffered
in the queue and then contends for channel access. Only when
the packet departs can the next packet moves to the queue
head. Second, from the perspective of the WLAN channel,
packets from different flows are served in a contention-based
access manner, which determines the packet service time, i.e.,
the time from the instant that a packet becomes the head of
the flow’s service queue to the time that it is successfully
transmitted or discarded after reaching retransmission limit.
Given the moments of the packet service time, the average
packet delay can be obtained from the Pollaczek-Khinchine
(P-K) formula [12]. In [13], the packet transmission process
is modeled with a Markov chain. By using the signal transfer
function of the corresponding state transition diagram, the
probability generating function (PGF) of the packet service
time is derived. Then, the arbitrary nth moment of the packet
service time can be obtained by differentiation. However, the
differentiation operation is very complex and time-consuming,
as the PGF function becomes a very high-order fraction for the

cases with a large initial contention window size, maximum
backoff stage, and retransmission limit.
To simplify analysis, we derive the first and second moments of the packet service time with the closed queueing
network model in [14]. The WLAN channel is mapped to a
queue server with state-dependent service rates, and multiclass customers with finite populations are served in a processor sharing (PS) discipline. With the contention-based MAC
protocol in the WLAN, an admitted traffic flow is served
packet by packet according to its contention with other flows.
The service rates of the WLAN channel to sharing flows
become dependent on the numbers of admitted flows. Packets
from different ongoing flows take turns to be served, which is
similar to time-sharing computer systems, where the research
on PS queues originates from [12]. In time-sharing computer
systems, the CPU computation power is time-slotted and a
small quantum of one job is served each time. In such a PS
manner, the CPU is shared by all jobs, and a job finishes
until all of its pieces are served. In contrast, for the first come
first served (FCFS) service discipline, the flow capturing the
WLAN channel occupies the channel until all of its packets
are served.
In the closed queueing network, each terminal is viewed
as alternating between “think” mode (no service request) and
“wait” (waiting for service completion) mode. For the M/G/1
queue of each flow, when the packet service rate provided by
the WLAN channel for the specific flow is larger than the
packet arrival rate on average (unsaturated case), the mean
packet departure rate from the M/G/1 queue is equal to the
mean packet arrival rate. The average think time, i.e., the mean
time spent by a user in generating a new job, is approximated
by the inverse of the mean packet departure rate. The packet
service time is just the waiting time of the job in the closed
queueing network.
To obtain the moments of the waiting time, the MAC
contention and backoff process is analyzed to derive the statedependent service rates of the WLAN channel. Given n1
voice flows and n2 data flows having backlogged packets
in the corresponding queues, the probability that a packet
from a voice flow collides with any other voice or data flow
transmitting in the same slot is given by
n1 −1

pv = 1 − (1 − τv )

(1 − τd )n2

(6)

where τv and τd are the voice and data flow’s transmission
probabilities in a slot, respectively, given by [15]
τv =

Rv
,
Rv + W v

τd =

Rd
Rd + W d

(7)

in which W v (W d ) and Rv (Rd ) are the average backoff time
and average number of transmission attempts of a target packet
from a voice (data) flow, respectively. In particular,


1
W (1 − (2pv )m +1 )
Wv =
2(1 − pv )(1 − 2pv )



+ W 2m (pvm +1 − pm+1
)(1 − 2pv ) − (1 − 2pv )(1 − pm+1
)
v
v
Rv =

m−1

i=0


1 − pm
v
(i + 1) · piv · (1 − pv ) + (m + 1) · pm
=
v
1 − pv
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with W = CWmin + 1 and CWmin being the initial backoff
window (e.g., it is 31 in IEEE 802.11), m the retransmission
limit, and m the maximum backoff stage. Similarly, we can
obtain W d and Rd , and accordingly τd and the collision
probability pd of a data flow transmitting in a slot.
For data traffic with a relatively large packet payload size,
the request to send (RTS)-clear to send (CTS) mechanism is
considered to reduce the collision resolution time. The durations of a successful and a collided transmission from a data
flow are respectively given by Tsd = TDIF S +TRT S +TSIF S +
TCT S + TSIF S + TD DAT A + TSIF S + TACK and Tcd =
TDIF S + TRT S + TCT S T O . Here, TD DAT A , TRT S , TCT S ,
TACK , TDIF S , TSIF S , and TCT S T O are the transmission
time of a DATA frame from a data flow, RTS frame duration,
CTS frame duration, transmission time of an ACK frame, DCF
interframe space (DIFS), short interframe space (SIFS), and
waiting time for a CTS TIMEOUT, respectively. On the other
hand, the time needed for a successful transmission from a
voice flow is Tsv = TDIF S + TV DAT A + TSIF S + TACK ,
with TV DAT A being the transmission time of a voice DATA
frame. The time of a collided transmission from a voice flow
(denoted by Tcv ) depends on the traffic types of the collided
frames. A target voice frame may collide
with only voice

frames with a probability (1 − τd )n2 1 − (1 − τv )n1 −1 pv .
The target voice frame may also collide with at least one data
frame with a probability [1 − (1 − τd )n2 ] pv . We then have
Tcv = (TDIF S + TV DAT A + TACK T O ) · (1 − τd )n2

1 − (1 − τv )n1 −1 pv + Tcd · [1 − (1 − τd )n2 ] /pv
where TACK T O is the waiting time for an ACK TIMEOUT.
Let ξ1 (n1 , n2 ) and ξ2 (n1 , n2 ) denote the voice and data packet
service rates, respectively. Based on an analytical method
similar to those in [1, 15, 16], we further have

1
−1
= n1 Tsv + n2 Tsd + W v + (n1 T cv + n2 T cd )
ξ1 (n1 , n2 )
2

1
−1
= n1 Tsv + n2 Tsd + W d + (n1 T cv + n2 T cd )
ξ2 (n1 , n2 )
2
where T cv and T cd are the average collision time of a
frame in a voice flow and that of a frame in a data
m
i
flow, given by T cv =
i=1 iTcv · pv · (1 − pv ) and T cd =
m
i
i=1 iTcd · pd · (1 − pd ), respectively.
w
Suppose there are nw
v voice flows and nd data flows
w
admitted in the WLAN. When nv ≥ 1, let K1 = nw
v − 1 and
K 2 = nw
d . First, we derive the equilibrium distribution of an
equivalent birth-death process with two customer classes of
finite populations K1 and K2 served in a PS discipline. The
equilibrium distribution π can be obtained from the following
linear equation system [14]
π  F = 0

(8)

where F is defined as follows. Let n = (n1 , n2 ). For
0 ≤ n1 ≤ K1 , 0 ≤ n2 ≤ K2 , and j = 1, 2.
w
F (n − ej , n) = αj (nw
v , nd ) · (Kj − nj + 1)
F (n + ej , n) = (nj + 1) · ξj (n + ej )

w
F (n, n) = − j αj (nw
v , nd ) · (Kj − nj )

+ (1 − δn, 0 ) · nj · ξj (n)

p w
w
p
w
w
w
where α1 (nw
v , nd ) = λv , α2 (nv , nd ) = λd (nv , nd ), ej is a
two-dimensional vector with unity in the jth element and
zero elsewhere, and δ the Kronecker delta symbol. Then, the
first and second moments of the voice packet service time
w
Sv (nw
v , nd ) are given by [14]

−1
w
w −1

1 = ξvw (nw
E[Sv (nw
v , nd )] = −π M
v , nd )]
w

E[Sv2 (nw
v , nd )] = −2π M

−2

1

(10)

where
w
M (n − ej , n) = αj (nw
v , nd ) · (Kj − nj + 1)
M (n + ej , n) = (nj + 1) · ξj (n + ej + eJ )

w
M (n, n) = − j αj (nw
v , nd ) · (Kj − nj )


+ (nj + δj,J ) · ξj (n + eJ )

(11)

and 1 is the vector with unity for all elements and J = 1
indicating that the derivation is for the packet service time of
w
voice flows. Hence, when there are nw
v voice flows and nd
data flows admitted in the WLAN, the average voice packet
delay can be obtained by the P-K formula as
2
1 + Cv,v
ρpv 
w
w
w
·
E[Tvp (nw
v , nd )] = E[Sv (nv , nd )] 1 +
2
1 − ρpv
where
2
Cv,v
=

w
Var[Sv (nw
v , nd )]
,
w
E2 [Sv (nw
v , nd )]

w
ρpv = λpv · E[Sv (nw
v , nd )].

Similarly, when nw
d ≥ 1, the first and second moments
w
of the data packet service time Sd (nw
v , nd ) can be obw
w
tained by setting K1 = nv , K2 = nd − 1, and J = 2. Then,
w
w
w
w −1
E[Sd (nw
.
v , nd )] = [ξd (nv , nd )]
D. Model for Cellular Capacity
In this study, we consider a code-division multiple access
(CDMA) cellular system [17] with variable spreading gain.
Voice traffic with adaptive multi-rate (AMR) codec at 12.2
Kbps is delivered with dedicated channels (DCH), while data
traffic such as Web browsing sessions can be transported over
the high-speed downlink shared channels (HS-DSCH). As the
data services such as Web browsing is asymmetric and the
downlink is more congested, the downlink cellular capacity
is analyzed in the following. Since the common downlink
bandwidth is shared by all users, the number of admitted users
should be limited to bound the interference level and satisfy
the QoS requirements for the ratio of bit
 energy to noise and
Eb
. Let the cell capacity
interference power spectral density N
0
be represented by the maximum numbers of voice and data
users that can be simultaneously admitted. Then, the downlink
capacity can be evaluated based on a cell load factor [17],
which is defined as
c

ηDL =

nc

nv

i=1

(9)
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Eb
N0

d

ρ + fDL
+
W
 c
+ ρ i=1

βv Rb,v

v

ρ + fDL
W
c
+ρ

Eb
N0

(12)

Rb,d
d

where ncv and ncd are the number of voice and data users,
respectively, ρ is the orthogonality factor, fDL is the ratio
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between intercell interference and total intracell power measured at the user receiver, Wc is the total cell bandwidth, Rb,v
(Rb,d ) is the bit rate of voice (data)
users, 
βv the activity

Eb
Eb
Eb
and
factor of voice users, and N
N0 d are the N0
0
v
requirements of voice and data users, respectively. Then, the
power limitation of the BS is equivalent to bounding the cell
load factor by
ηmax = 1 −

Pp + PN Xn
PT,max

(13)

where
c

Xn =

nv

i=1

c

Lp,i

Wc
Eb
N0

+ρ

+

βv Rb,v
v

nd

i=1

Lp,i

W
c
Eb
N0

+ρ

(14)

Rb,d
d

with Lp,i being the path loss for the ith user, Pp the power
devoted to common control channels, PN the background
noise power, and PT,max the maximum transmitted power of
the BS. From (12) - (14), we can derive the cell capacity region
Eb
in terms of (ncv , ncd ) vectors, in which the N
requirements of
0
voice and data users are satisfied with the limited transmission
power of the BS.
III. A DMISSION C ONTROL FOR C ELLULAR /WLAN
I NTERWORKING
A. Distributed Admission Control
With the heterogeneous QoS support of the underlying
integrated network, the voice and data traffic in a doublecoverage area should be properly directed to the cell and
WLAN. Due to the heterogeneity, especially when the two
systems are loosely coupled, it is challenging for a central controller to obtain updated information of both systems (e.g., the
numbers of ongoing calls in the integrated cell and WLANs) to
make an optimal decision for each admission request. A high
controlling overhead is induced since the signaling messages
have to travel over a long path involving many network
elements. To reduce the signaling overhead, the frequency of
exchanging network information has to be reduced; but outdated network information may affect the decision accuracy.
Consequently, in a loosely coupled cellular/WLAN network,
distributed admission control is more practical, although the
admission decision may not be optimal in terms of maximizing
resource utilization with QoS guarantee.
Instead of applying complex criteria for network selection, the following simple admission scheme is proposed to
investigate the dependence of resource utilization on traffic
distribution and other important traffic and mobility parameters. An incoming voice (data) call in the double-coverage
area requests admission to the cell with a probability θvc (θdc ),
while it requests admission to the WLAN with a probability
θvw = 1 − θvc (θdw = 1 − θdc ). The admission parameters θvc and
θdc (or θvw and θdw ) are determined by the network for a given
traffic load and broadcast to the associated MSs. Then, an MS
can make a decision on its own according to the parameters θvc
and θdc and send the admission request to the corresponding
target network. With the simplicity, the proposed admission
scheme can be implemented in a distributed manner. Also,
as the network elements involved in the admission decision

are limited to be as few as possible, the signaling overhead
is reduced. The cellular network and the integrated WLANs
only need to exchange information and update the above
admission parameters with traffic variation. It is especially
suitable for the cases where it is not affordable to make
each admission decision based on the system states of both
networks. However, as the proposed scheme distributes the
incoming traffic load to the integrated cell and WLAN by
properly controlling the assignment probabilities θvc and θdc , it
achieves simplicity but may not fully exploit the performance
gain achievable from the cellular/WLAN interworking.
Within the two-tier overlaying structure, the vertical handoff
from the cell to the overlaying WLAN is not necessary but
optional to maintain an ongoing call. Hence, the handoff traffic
load to the WLAN can be controlled by properly adjusting
the admission parameters of the WLAN, e.g., by using a
w
simple guard channel policy. Let Gw
v (Gd ) denote the number
of guard channels reserved in the WLAN for new voice
(data) calls from the double-coverage area. Then, a handoff
voice (data) call from the cell is admitted to the WLAN if
the number of voice (data) calls in the WLAN is less than
w
w
w
Mvw = Nvw − Gw
v (Md = Nd − Gd ) and rejected otherwise.
w
The admission parameters θv and θdw (or θvc = 1 − θvw and
c
θd = 1 − θdw ) are selected so as to maximize the acceptable
traffic load with a given cell/WLAN cluster, which implies a
high utilization. This admission strategy can be extended and
applied in combination with other network selection criteria.
For example, the cellular network also differs from WLANs
in pricing rates. The service cost in the WLAN is generally
much lower than that in the cellular network. A mobile user
may prefer to get admitted to the WLAN for the low cost or to
the cellular network if the service quality is more important.
Suppose that an incoming call requests admission to the
WLAN with a probability γ w , while it requests admission to
the cell with a probability γ c = 1 − γ w . Let ωi , i = 1, 2, ..., r,
denote the relative weights of r different criteria and θiw (θic )
the probability of selecting the WLAN (cell) as the target when
the ith criterion is considered. Then, we have
γw =

r

i=1

ωi · θiw ,

γc =

r


ωi · θic

(15)

i=1

where
r


ωi = 1, θiw = 1 − θic , i = 1, 2, ..., r.

(16)

i=1

Considering both the overall utilization maximization and user
preference, the probabilities of selecting the WLAN and cell
as the admission target are respectively given by
γ w = ω1 · θ1w + ω2 · θ2w , γ c = ω1 · θ1c + ω2 · θ2c = 1 − γw (17)
where θ1w = θdw and θ1c = θdc for an incoming data call; θ1w =
θvw and θ1c = θvc for a voice call; θ2w and θ2c can be configured
according to whether the user prefers the low cost and high
data speed of the WLAN or the guaranteed real-time service
quality of the cell; the weights ω1 and ω2 can be configured
based on the relative importance of the two criteria.
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B. QoS Evaluation for Voice and Data Services in the WLAN
By configuring the admission parameters θvc and θdc (or θvw
and θdw ) of the distributed admission scheme, the voice and
data traffic load is properly distributed to the overlaying cell
and WLAN. Let λv1 and λv2 (λd1 and λd2 ) denote the mean
arrival rates of new voice (data) calls in the cellular-only area
and double-coverage area, respectively. Then, the mean arrival
rates of new voice and data calls to the cell from the doublecoverage area are λcnv2 = θvc · λv2 and λcnd2 = θdc · λd2 ,
respectively. Similarly, the mean arrival rates of new voice
and data calls to the WLAN from the double-coverage area are
w
w
w
λw
nv = θv · λv2 and λnd = θd · λd2 , respectively. To determine
the admission parameters, the QoS metrics of interest need
to be evaluated accurately and effectively. We begin with the
WLAN QoS.
The voice traffic load offered to the WLAN includes new
calls from the double-coverage area with a mean rate λw
nv
and handoff calls from the overlaying cell with a mean rate
λc−w
hv . With Poisson arrivals and exponential call duration, the
voice calls in the WLAN can be modeled by an M/G/K/K
queue, where the channel occupancy time min(Tv , Trw ) is
not exponential. With the insensitive property of M/G/K/K
queues [18], the steady-state probability of voice calls in the
WLAN is given by
πvw (j)

=

πvw (0)

j

λw (l)
v

l=1

l · μw
v

,

j = 1, ..., Nvw

(18)

where
1
1
a
1
1
· w
·1 w
= E[min(Tv , Trw )] =
+
μw
a
+
1
aη
+
μ
a
+
1
η
+ μv
v
v
a
c−w
w
w
λw
when l ≤ Mvw , and λw
v (l) = λnv + λhv
v (l) = λnv when
w
w
Mv + 1 ≤ l ≤ Nv . The voice call blocking probability of the
WLAN is then Bvw = πvw (Nvw ), and the rejection wprobability
Nv
w
for handoff voice calls from the cell is Dvw = i=M
w πv (i).
v
The data call blocking probability and rejection probability
of the WLAN can be evaluated similarly except for a statedependent service rate. Given that the data call size follows
the hyper-exponential distribution in (5), the data traffic to
the WLAN can be viewed as two virtual classes [19] with
b
1
w
λw
Poisson arrival rates b+1
d (j) and b+1 λd (j), respectively,
and exponentially distributed service requirements with mean
c−w
w
fd /b and b · fd , respectively, where λw
d (j) = λnd + λhd
w
w
w
w
when j ≤ Md , and λd (j) = λnd when Md + 1 ≤ j ≤ Ndw .
With i voice calls and j data calls admitted in the WLAN,
the average channel occupancy time of data calls of the two
virtual classes is respectively

a
1
1
1
=
·
·
+
χw
(i,j)
d
w
μw
(i,
j)
a
+
1
a
+
1
aη + fd /b
d1
a
1
1
1
=
·
·
+
χw
d (i,j)
w
μw
(i,
j)
a
+
1
a
+
1
aη + b·fd
d2

1
1 w
aη

+

χw
(i,j)
d
fd /b

1
1 w
aη

+

χw
d (i,j)
b·fd

where χw
d (·) is the average transmission rate (in bps) for
packets from a data call. Then, the steady-state probability
of data calls in the WLAN is approximated by πdw (j) =

Nvw
i=0

πvw (i)π̃dw (j|i), where

π̃dw (j|i)

=

π̃dw (0|i)

j

l=1



b
w
b+1 λd (l)
l · μw
d1 (i, l)
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+

1
w
b+1 λd (l)
l · μw
d2 (i, l)

j = 1, ..., Ndw .



(19)

Similarly, the data call blocking probability of the WLAN is
probability for
obtained as Bdw = πdw (Ndw ), and the rejection
Ndw
w
handoff data calls from the cell is Ddw = i=M
w πd (i). From
d
the Little’s law, the average throughput of each admitted data
call in the WLAN is given by
 Nw
−1
Ndw
v
w

w
w
l=1 l · π̃d (l|i)
Γd = f d
πv (i) w
.
w
λnd · (1 − Bdw ) + λc−w
hd · (1 − Dd )
i=0
(20)
C. QoS Evaluation for Voice and Data Services in the Cell
The QoS performance experienced by voice and data calls
in the cell is more complex to evaluate than that in the WLAN.
For example, the location-dependent mobility in a cell results
in different channel occupancy time for traffic in the cellularonly area and double-coverage area. This necessitates differentiation of traffic from different areas in the QoS evaluation.
To effectively evaluate the QoS metrics while searching for
the admission parameters, we circumvent the computation
complexity of solving large-scale balance equations [3] by
using MGFs. Depending on the WLAN state, the average
channel occupancy time of voice calls in the cellular-only area
can be derived from (2) as
1
1
−
Φ1 (−μv )
(21)
μv
μv
1
1
1
1 c−c η c
=
 c
−
p
μv
μv
η c + μv 1 − pc−w ψ(−μv )
μv1

c
)] =
E[min(Tv , Tr1

when there is not enough free capacity in the WLAN for a
voice call; and it is 1/(μv + η c ) when the incoming voice call
can be admitted to the WLAN. Similarly, for voice calls in the
double-coverage area, the average channel occupancy time is
1
1
μv − μv ψ(−μv ) if there is free room for one more voice call
in the WLAN or obtained from (3) as
1
1
−
Φ2 (−μv )
(22)
μv
μv
1
1
ψ(−μv )
1 c−c
 c
=
−
p
μv
μv
1 − pc−w ψ(−μv )
μv2

c
)] =
E[min(Tv , Tr2

otherwise. To simplify analysis, we take an average for the
mean service rates of voice calls in the cellular-only area and
double-coverage area, which are respectively given by
μ̃cv1 = Dvw μcv1 + (1 − Dvw ) · (μv + η c )
μv
.
μ̃cv2 = Dvw μcv2 + (1 − Dvw )
1 − ψ(−μv )

(23)
(24)

By modeling the voice traffic in the cell with a multi-service
loss system, we can obtain the steady-state probability of voice
calls in the cell as

j 
w−c
λv1 + λc−c
λcnv2
hv + λhv
πvc (j) = πvc (0)
+
j!
μ̃cv1
μ̃cv2
j = 1, ..., Nvc
(25)
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w−c
where λc−c
are mean arrival rates of handoff voice
hv and λhv
calls from neighboring cells and the overlaying WLAN, respectively. Then, the voice call blocking/dropping probability
of the cell is Bvc = πvc (Nvc ). New call blocking and handoff
call dropping are not differentiated in the cell for simplicity. In
[4], we have studied the differentiation of new calls, horizontal
handoff calls, and vertical handoff calls with a randomized
guard channel policy.
Two other important aspects need to be properly addressed
to evaluate the QoS performance of data calls in the cell. First,
with the restricted access mechanism, the data call service
rates become dependent on both active voice and data calls
in the cell, as all bandwidth unused by current voice traffic is
shared equally by active data calls. Second, the high variability
of data call size as shown in (5) should be properly dealt
with in the QoS evaluation. Under the assumption that the
number of data calls fluctuates in a much smaller time scale
than that of voice calls, the analysis for data traffic can be
approximately decomposed from that for voice. As such, for
data traffic, the cell can be modeled by a symmetric queue [18]
serving multiple classes. Similar to the QoS evaluation of data
in the WLAN, both data calls admitted into the cell from the
cellular-only area and those from the double-coverage area are
respectively differentiated into two virtual classes.
Given j voice calls and k data calls in the cell, similar to
(23) and (24), the service rates of the two virtual classes of
data calls in the cellular-only area can be approximated by

w c1
w
c
c
μ̃c1
d1 (j, k) = Dd μd1 (j, k) + (1 − Dd ) b · νd (j, k) + η

w c1
w
c
c
μ̃c1
d2 (j, k) = Dd μd2 (j, k) + (1 − Dd ) νd (j, k)/b + η

where
νdc (j, k) =

Rb,d
,
fd

μc1
d2 (j, k) =

μc1
d1 (j, k) =

νdc (j, k)/b
.
1 − Φ1 (−νdc (j, k)/b)

b · νdc (j, k)
1 − Φ1 (−b · νdc (j, k))

Similarly, the service rates of the two virtual classes of data
calls admitted to the cell from the double-coverage area can
be obtained as
b · νdc (j, k)
w c2
w
μ̃c2
(j,
k)
=
D
μ
(j,
k)
+
(1
−
D
)
d1
d d1
d
1 − ψ(−b · νdc (j, k))
w c2
w
μ̃c2
d2 (j, k) = Dd μd2 (j, k) + (1 − Dd )

νdc (j, k)/b
1 − ψ(−νdc (j, k)/b)

where
b · νdc (j, k)
=
1 − Φ2 (−b · νdc (j, k))
νdc (j, k)/b
.
μc2
d2 (j, k) =
1 − Φ2 (νdc (j, k)/b)

μc2
d1 (j, k)

Hence, given that there are i voice calls in the cell, the
equilibrium distribution of the symmetric queue for data traffic
in the cell is given by
j 
b
1
c
c

b+1 λd1
b+1 λd1
c
c
π̃d (j|i) = π̃d (0|i)
+
c1
c1
l · μ̃d1 (i, l) l · μ̃d2 (i, l)
l=1

b
1
c
c
b+1 λnd2
b+1 λnd2
+
+
(26)
l · μ̃c2
l · μ̃c2
d1 (i, l)
d2 (i, l)

TABLE II
E VALUATION P ROCEDURE FOR A DMISSION PARAMETERS
1: Derive the cellular capacity in terms of vectors (ncv , ncd ) from (12) - (14)
Eb
requirements
to meet the N
0
w
2: Derive the WLAN capacity in terms of vectors (nw
v , nd ) from (6) - (10)
to meet the stability constraints
w
c
c
= max(nw
3: Nv,max
v ), Nv,max = max(nv )
w
4: for Nvw = 0 to Nv,max
do
// Evaluation for voice traffic
w
5:
for Gw
v = 0 to Nv do
6:
Derive the maximum θvw from (18) so that Bvw ≤ Qvb
7:
Record the corresponding steady-state probabilities of voice calls
in the WLAN πvw (i), i = 0, 1, ..., Nvw
c
8:
Derive the minimum Nvc (≤ Nv,max
) from (25) so that
Bvc ≤ Qvb
9:
Record the corresponding steady-state probabilities of voice calls
in the cell πvc (i), i = 0, 1, ..., Nvc
10:
end for
11: end for
w
12: for Nvw = 0 to Nv,max
do
// Evaluation for data traffic
w
w
w
= max(nw
13:
Nd,max
d ) with nv = Nv
w
14:
for Gw
v = 0 to Nv do
w
15:
for Ndw = 0 to Nd,max
do
16:
for Gw
=
0
to
Ndw do
d
17:
Initialize λd,min and λd,max
18:
λd ← (λd,min + λd,max )/2
19:
loop
20:
Derive the maximum θdw from (19) and (20) so
that Bdw ≤ Qdb and Γw
d ≥ Qdt
21:
Derive the minimum Ndc from (26) and (27) so
c
c
that Bd ≤ Qdb and Γd ≥ Qdt
22:
if Solutions for θdw and Ndc exist then
// The
given traffic load λd is acceptable
23:
λd,min ← λd
24:
λd ← (λd,min + λd,max )/2
25:
else
26:
λd,max ← λd
27:
λd ← (λd,min + λd,max )/2
28:
end if
29:
if The acceptable λd converges then
30:
Exit loop
31:
end if
32:
end loop
33:
Record the maximum acceptable λd
34:
end for
35:
end for
36:
end for
37: end for
TABLE III
S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

(ηc )−1

10 min

(ηw )−1

14 min

pc−c

0.76

pc−w

0.24

Wc

3.84 Mchips/s

Rb,v

12.2 Kbps

)−1

140 s

fd

64 Kbytes

Qvb (Qdb )

0.01

Qdt

200 Kbps

m

5

m

7

CWmin

7, 31

Slot

20 μs

TSIF S

10 μs

TDIF S

50 μs

TRT S

13.6 slots

TCT S

12.4 slots

TACK

10.2 slots

λpv

0.0004 frames/slot

(μv

Voice payload

50 bytes/packet

Data payload

1000 bytes/packet

ρ

0.4

fDL

0.55

βv

0.43

PT,max

43 dB

Pp

33 dB

PN

-106 dB

Eb
N0


v

4.57 dB

Eb
N0


d

4.69 dB
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w−c
λcd1 = λd1 + λc−c
hd + λhd ,

i = 0, ..., Nvc ,

j = 1, ..., Ndc

where λcd1 is the total mean arrival rate of data calls in
w−c
are the mean arrival
the cellular-only area, λc−c
hd and λhd
rates of handoff data calls from neighboring cells and the
overlaying WLAN, respectively. Let πdc (·) denote the steadystate probability of data calls in the cell. Then, πdc (j) =
Nvc
c
c
c
i=0 πv (i)π̃d (j|i), j = 0, 1, ..., Nd , and the data call blocking/dropping probability of the cell is Bdc = πdc (Ndc ). From
the Little’s law, the average data call throughput in the cell
can then be obtained as

Γcd
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= fd

c

Nv

i=0

πvc (i)

−1
Ndc
c
l=1 l · π̃d (l|i)
.
(λcd1 + λcnd2 ) · (1 − Bdc )

(27)

In the preceding analysis, the call blocking/dropping probabilities and data call throughput can be derived from the
steady-state probabilities of voice and data calls in the cell
and WLAN, which are dependent on the mean arrival rates
of handoff calls. With the statistical equilibrium assumption,
the mean arrival rates of handoff calls are in turn dependent
on call blocking/dropping probabilities. This inter-dependence
requires that the QoS metrics be evaluated recursively.

By applying the QoS evaluation given in Section III in
a search algorithm similar to that given in [1], we can
obtain the best configuration for admission parameters θvw
and θdw to maximize the admissible traffic load with the
given cell/WLAN cluster. For a target traffic load, the corresponding voice and data admission regions of the cell and
w
w
WLAN (Nvc , Ndc , Nvw , Gw
v , Nd , Gd ) can be determined with
w
the admission parameters θv and θdw . Table II summarizes
the evaluation procedure. For time-varying traffic, the load
fluctuation should be kept track of by periodical measurement
and estimation. As the proposed QoS evaluation is performed
with close-form approximations, it is reasonable to adaptively
adjust the admission parameters for a target traffic load. In this
section, we validate our analytical approach and investigate the
impact of admission parameters on resource utilization.
A. Validation of WLAN Model for Capacity Analysis
In Section II-C, we analyze the packet service time with
a closed queueing network model and derive the WLAN
capacity accordingly. To verify the accuracy of our analysis,
we compare our analysis results with computer simulation
results. Since quite a few bugs are found in the WLAN
MAC implementation of ns-2 simulator [20], we develop our
own event-driven simulator with C/C++. Our analysis and
simulation results are further compared with those obtained
with the approach in [13] based on probability generating
functions. Given in Table III are the system parameters, which
are selected by referring to the popular WLAN standard IEEE
802.11 DCF [21].
Figs. 2-4 show the analysis and simulation results of the
mean and standard deviation of voice packet service time
(Sv ) and average voice packet delay (Tvp ), respectively. Here,
the initial contention window size is chosen to be 7. It is
observed that the relative error between the analysis results
and the simulation results is bounded to be less than 10%
in most unsaturated cases. The overestimation is attributed
to the following reasons. First, the interval between packet
departures from each flow’s service queue is assumed to
be exponential for simplicity, which is not the real case.
Moreover, the traffic flow is viewed as a fluid in the queueing
analysis. In practical WLAN access, the traffic is serviced on
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Fig. 6. The acceptable data traffic load (λd ) versus the fraction of voice
traffic carried by the WLAN (θvw ) with different mobility parameters (a).

a packet-by-packet basis. The coarse granularity of packets
also accounts for the gap between the simulation results and
analysis results.
It is observed that our analysis results match well with
those of the approach in [13]. However, the approach in [13]
involves differentiation of high-order fractions, which is very
complex and time-consuming, especially for the cases with
a large initial contention window size (CWmin ), maximum
backoff stage, and retransmission limit. When CWmin ≥ 31,
no valid results for the second moment of the packet service
time can be obtained by Maple 9.5 [22]. In contrast, our
analysis is based on linear computation and the evaluation
can be executed very fast with a negligible error. Another
important observation is that the average voice packet delay in
the unsaturated cases is less than 20 ms, which is sufficiently
small to meet the delay requirement of real-time voice service.

θdw . As discussed in Section II-C, rate control is considered
for data traffic instead of allowing saturated data traffic as
in [1]. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the improvement of the
data traffic load λd that can be carried with QoS guarantee
when rate control is applied to data traffic. When there is no
rate control applied to the greedy data traffic, the number of
data calls admitted to the WLAN has to be very restricted
so that the voice delay requirement is not violated due to
a high collision probability. Although a high throughput is
provided to admitted data calls, not many data calls in the
double-coverage area can be admitted to the WLAN. The
data traffic load in the relatively congested cell cannot be
effectively reduced. On the contrary, by applying rate control,
more data calls can be admitted into the WLAN with a
reasonable throughput and then effectively balance the data
traffic load from the cell; at the same time, the voice delay
requirement is guaranteed by keeping the collision probability
small enough with traffic regulation.

B. Accuracy of the Call-level QoS Evaluation Approach
In this study, we extend the MGF-based QoS evaluation
approach proposed in [4]. As the QoS provisioning to user
traffic admitted to the cell is more difficult to evaluate due to
the location-dependent user mobility and vertical handoff, we
compare the analysis and simulation results for the cell QoS in
terms of voice call blocking/dropping probability (Bvc ), data
call blocking/dropping probability (Bdc ), and mean data call
throughput (Γcd ). Due to space limitation, the results are not
shown here. It is observed that the analysis results agree well
with the simulation results. The average relative error of Bvc
and Γcd is less than 2%. Due to the elasticity and bandwidth
adaptation of data calls, it is complicate to model statistically
the data call duration. As a result, the average relative error
of Bdc is higher than that of Bvc but still less than 8%. Hence,
using this MGF-based approach, we can evaluate the QoS
metrics effectively and accurately to determine the admission
parameters.
C. Improvement of Resource Utilization via Rate Control to
Data Traffic
Given a target voice traffic load (λv = λv1 + λv2 ), the acceptable data traffic load (λd = λd1 + λd2 ) can be maximized
by properly selecting the admission parameters such as θvw and

D. Dependence of Utilization on Admission Parameters
Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the acceptable data traffic
load (λd ) on the admission parameter θvw , which is the probability that an incoming voice call in the double-coverage area
requests admission to the WLAN. The results are obtained
w
with λv1 = 0.1 calls/s, λv2 = 0.2 calls/s, and Gw
v = Nv , i.e.,
no voice handoff from the cell to the overlaying WLAN. It can
be seen that there exist optimal values of θvw that maximize
the acceptable traffic load, resulting in a maximum utilization.
Similar phenomenon is observed in [1]. It is actually a result
of properly balancing the voice and data traffic load in the
cell and WLAN. On one hand, when more voice traffic in the
double-coverage area is directed to the WLAN (i.e., a larger
θvw ), more cellular bandwidth is available to admit data calls.
With a smaller bandwidth, the cell is actually the bottleneck
of the whole integrated system for data traffic. Hence, with
the load balancing of the WLAN, the congestion of the cell
and in turn the whole system is effectively relieved. On the
other hand, with a larger θvw , the maximum number of voice
calls allowed in the WLAN (Nvw ) should also be larger to
meet the voice call blocking/dropping probability requirement.
However, the WLAN is very inefficient in supporting voice
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Fig. 7. The acceptable data traffic load (λd ) versus the fraction of data
traffic carried by the WLAN (θdw ) with different mobility parameters (a).
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Fig. 8. The fraction of voice traffic carried by the WLAN (θvw ) versus the
maximum number of voice calls allowed in the WLAN (Nvw ) with different
mobility parameters (a).
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traffic. Due to the small coverage of the WLAN, not only can
frequent vertical handoffs between the cell and WLAN degrade the voice quality and increase the risk of call dropping,
but also it is detrimental to multiplexing gain by breaking a
call into more service stages. Although the voice traffic load
to the cell is reduced to an extent, the number of data calls
that can be accommodated by the WLAN is also significantly
reduced. As a result, the total acceptable traffic load starts
to decrease when θvw is larger than a threshold. Hence, the
admission parameter θvw and correspondingly Nvw should be
properly determined to maximize the utilization.
Fig. 7 shows the variation of the acceptable data traffic
load (λd ) with θdw , i.e., the probability that a data call in the
double-coverage area requests admission to the WLAN, which
is correlated with θvw . With a smaller θvw and less voice traffic
load carried by the WLAN, θdw can be larger to admit more
data traffic and provide enough bandwidth for each admitted
voice and data call in the WLAN. In Fig. 6, before θvw reaches
the point for a maximum acceptable data traffic load, θvw
is less than 0.85 and Nvw less than 20 is enough to meet
the bound for voice call blocking/dropping probability. For
these cases, a high data call throughput is achievable since
the number of voice calls allowed in the WLAN is quite
restricted, and θdw can be as large as 99% to carry almost all
the data traffic in the double-coverage area. Within this region,
a larger θvw alleviates more voice traffic from the cell but does
not affect much the data service in the WLAN, which results
in a larger acceptable λd . On the other hand, when θvw and
corresponding Nvw are further increased, θdw is even smaller
and the WLAN cannot carry a large portion of the data traffic
load in the double-coverage area. The bottleneck effect of the
cell becomes evident and the acceptable λd decreases, which
is clearly shown in Fig. 7. In conclusion, with a small θdw and a
very large θvw , the effectiveness of the WLAN to complement
the cell is greatly jeopardized. The acceptable traffic load
can be maximized by properly controlling θvw and selecting
θdw ≥ 90%. The θvw should be large enough to balance the
voice traffic load from the cell and also small enough to avoid
the inefficient states of the WLAN in voice support.
By comparing the curves in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it is observed
that, with a larger parameter a, the acceptable data traffic
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Fig. 9. The acceptable data traffic load (λd ) versus the fraction of data traffic
carried by the WLAN (θdw ) with different data call variability parameters (b).

load (λd ) is larger. That is, a higher utilization is achievable
when the variability of user mobility in the double-coverage
area is higher. As illustrated in Fig. 6, when a is 1.0, 4.0,
and 6.0, the highest utilization is achieved with different
values of θvw , which are 0.44, 0.68, and 0.84, respectively. A
larger parameter a indicates that more users staying within the
WLAN for a shorter time. As seen from Fig. 8, given a fixed
Nvw (i.e., the maximum number of voice calls allowed in the
WLAN), when the parameter a is larger, a larger fraction of
the voice calls in the double-coverage area can be carried by
the WLAN and relieved from the cell. Therefore, the data call
throughput in the cell is higher and more traffic is acceptable
with QoS guarantee.
The data call variability also affects the admission parameters and resource utilization. As shown in Fig. 9, more data
traffic is acceptable with a larger value of b, which indicates
a higher variability of the data call size. With a fixed mean
value, when the variability of the data call size is higher, more
data calls have a smaller size and less have an extremely larger
size. Hence, more data calls have a shorter channel occupancy
time and can be carried by the WLAN with a high throughput.
Also, more data calls can finish within the WLAN instead
of having to hand over to the cell when users move out of
the WLAN. The traffic load of the small-bandwidth cell is
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then effectively reduced, which results in a higher utilization.
From Figs. 6-9, we can conclude that the first-order mean
values themselves are not enough to determine the admission
parameters. With the MGF-based approach, we can take into
account higher-order statistics with reasonable complexity.
As discussed in Section III, the admission parameters Gw
v
and Gw
d can be used to adjust the amounts of new and
vertical handoff traffic admitted in the WLAN. It is found from
the numerical results that the acceptable traffic load varies
w
negligibly with Gw
d for a given Nd . With a large bandwidth
and high data call throughput in the WLAN, the handoff traffic
is much less than the new traffic and cannot significantly
affect its load condition. Similarly, the acceptable traffic load
(also the utilization) is only slightly dependent on Gw
v . This
is because the number of voice calls admitted into the WLAN
is quite limited, which also results in much less voice handoff
traffic than new traffic.
Although the specific admission schemes in [1, 2] are
different from the one in study, both can maximize the utilization by properly adjusting the admission parameters of the
corresponding schemes to reach the best traffic distribution.
For example, the service-differentiated admission scheme in
w
[2] is equivalent to setting Gw
v = Nv in the general admission
scheme of this study. Then, to achieve the optimal θvw and
maximize the utilization, the maximum number of voice calls
admitted to the cell from the double-coverage area (Mvc ) can
be selected to be larger (smaller), so that more (less) voice
traffic is directed to the cell to achieve a smaller (larger) θvw .
On the other hand, the WLAN-first scheme [1] is actually a
special case of the general admission scheme with Gw
v = 0.
In the WLAN-first scheme, to admit more (less) voice traffic
in the double-coverage area to the cell and achieve a smaller
(larger) θvw , a smaller (larger) value can be chosen for the
parameter Gcv2 , which represents the guard channels reserved
for new and handoff voice traffic in the cellular-only area.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we study how to improve voice and data
service support in the cellular/WLAN integrated network by
applying admission control. To take advantage of the complementary QoS provisioning capabilities of the two networks,
the voice and data traffic should be properly admitted to the
cell and WLAN by configuring the corresponding admission
parameters. First, the WLAN is properly modeled to analyze
the capacity. The voice packet delay can be bounded by
restricting the numbers of voice and data calls admitted in
the WLAN and applying rate control to regulate data traffic.
Second, a general admission scheme is analyzed to investigate the dependence of resource utilization on admission
parameters and traffic distribution. In order to determine the
admission parameters, the analytical approach based on MGFs
is extended to effectively and accurately evaluate the QoS
metrics such as call blocking/dropping probabilities and data
call throughput. It is observed from the numerical results that
the resource utilization can be maximized when a balance is
achieved in distributing the voice and data traffic load to the
overlaying cell and WLAN.
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